Introduction {#sec1-2055217319837254}
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) disease severity has long been recognized as heterogeneous, though prognostic uncertainty does little to comfort the newly diagnosed patient concerned about developing long-term disability. This heterogeneity may reflect variability in the underlying genetics,^[@bibr1-2055217319837254]^ pathophysiology,^[@bibr2-2055217319837254]^ neuroanatomical pathways affected,^[@bibr3-2055217319837254]^ and medication response, among other factors, and is not fully accounted for by the currently used phenotypic descriptors.^[@bibr4-2055217319837254]^ Progression on the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), the most widely used measure of MS-related disability, is not linear, nor does use of the EDSS enable distinction between those who have accumulated disability quickly and those who have done so over decades, rendering it a poor marker of severity, particularly in early disease. The Multiple Sclerosis Severity Score (MSSS), combining the EDSS and disease duration, emerged over a decade ago as a way of stratifying MS patients based on their rate of progression.^[@bibr5-2055217319837254]^ It was derived using a probabilistic approach in which scores were calculated based on the distribution of disability scores (EDSS) within groups of MS patients of similar disease duration. It was intended to be used to describe a population of MS patients---patients with low MSSSs tended to progress at slower rates than those with higher MSSSs---and assumes that a patient's MSSS decile will remain a stable indicator of their clinical trajectory. The MSSS has been used in numerous MS studies,^[@bibr6-2055217319837254][@bibr7-2055217319837254][@bibr8-2055217319837254][@bibr9-2055217319837254][@bibr10-2055217319837254]--[@bibr11-2055217319837254]^ though as a prognostic tool in the individual patient, its utility remains unproven.^[@bibr12-2055217319837254]^

To formulate the MSSS, Roxburgh et al. collected information on 9892 patients in 11 countries, with a small minority of those having multiple recorded MSSSs.^[@bibr5-2055217319837254]^ They reported a good correlation within individual MSSS ratings with up to 17 years of longitudinal assessments, excluding assessments made at year 0, which they found correlated weakly. Pachner and Steiner retrospectively tabulated the MSSS in 195 patients and randomly selected 10 to measure MSSS stability over time.^[@bibr12-2055217319837254]^ They found nine of 10 had a stable MSSS, with an average range of 11.3 (scaled over 100), while one patient improved from 99 to 55.

Our objective was to assess the ability of the MSSS to predict disease course in individual patients followed longitudinally at a single academic MS center. First, we aimed to characterize the extent to which the MSSS remained stable or varied over time in this cohort of MS patients. We then evaluated whether certain clinical and demographic factors influenced the deviation from a patient's expected disease trajectory as indicated by their MSSS. Finally, we aimed to determine whether baseline MSSS correlated with a non-EDSS-based longitudinal endpoint, the Timed 25-Foot Walk (T25FW), a part of the Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite.^[@bibr13-2055217319837254]^ The T25FW is used in clinical trials and in practice to assess walking impairment; worsening is closely tied to disease progression.^[@bibr14-2055217319837254]^

Methods {#sec2-2055217319837254}
=======

This study was approved by Mount Sinai's Program for Protection of Human Subjects. We performed a single-center retrospective chart review, including all patients with a diagnosis of MS and available records following with a single provider (AEM) for at least 8 years. Details regarding this longitudinal cohort have been previously published.^[@bibr15-2055217319837254]^ The first patient visit occurred on May 17, 1984, and the final visit took place on April 2, 2009. Demographic and clinical data such as race, gender, age at disease onset, age at diagnosis, date of initial attack, type of initial attack (motor, sensory, brainstem, etc.), length of follow-up, and EDSS scores were retrieved from the medical record. MSSS was generated based on EDSS and time from initial neurological symptoms and divided into deciles. Patients who stayed within one decile of their initial MSSS were deemed to have followed their expected disease trajectory. Those whose final MSSS decile exceeded this boundary were considered worse than expected, and those whose final MSSS decile was below this boundary were considered better than expected.

Statistical analysis {#sec3-2055217319837254}
--------------------

Summary statistics of MSSS were calculated by years of follow-up. For many analyses where time was treated as a categorical variable, continuous outcomes were averaged within a year, and weights were used to account for multiple measurements within a year. Mixed model regression was performed with MSSS as the dependent variable, treating time both as a categorical variable as well as a continuous variable and fitting a linear trend. A Kaplan--Meier survival plot was fitted, using change of baseline MSSS by at least one decile as the event. Cox modeling was then used to determine the influence of baseline clinical and demographic factors (gender, type of first relapse, recovery from first relapse, age at onset, disease duration) on the hazard of changing MSSS by at least one decile.

In order to examine the relationship between either EDSS or MSSS and another independent endpoint of clinical importance---the T25FW---univariate linear regressions were performed with T25FW at 8, 10, and 12 years of follow-up, respectively, as the dependent variables, and baseline EDSS or MSSS as the independent variable. Due to the non-uniformity of follow-up times, values for T25FW were drawn from the closest visit taking place at ±1 year from each of these time points. Given the skewedness of the T25FW data, log transformations were used. A multivariate linear model was fitted to determine the impact of these and other variables (gender, type of first relapse, recovery from first relapse, age at onset, duration of follow-up) on T25FW at 8, 10, or 12 years. Data were analyzed on an available case basis. Statistics were performed with SAS 9.4 and StataMP 13.

Results {#sec4-2055217319837254}
=======

123 patients were included in the study. 72.4% (*N* = 89) were women, and 92.7% (*N* = 114) were Caucasian. Mean age at MS onset was 30.8 years (SD 8.9, range 10--58). Mean EDSS was 2.8 (SD 2.1); median EDSS was 2 (interquartile range (IQR) 1--3.5). If MSSS was not available (e.g., was not calculable) on the initial visit, the MSSS from the second visit was used (*n* = 19). Patients were followed for a mean duration of 11.8 years (SD 3.8, range 8--25).

Modeling MSSS {#sec5-2055217319837254}
-------------

Of 122 patients with sufficient information, mean baseline MSSS was 3.93 (SD 2.79); median MSSS was 3.55 (IQR 1.28--6.26, range 0.04--9.74). By the end of follow-up, considering those with fluctuations of up to one decile to be "as expected," 28 patients (23.0%) were worse than expected, 54 (44.3%) were as expected, and 40 (32.8%) were better than expected according to MSSS decile ([Figures 1](#fig1-2055217319837254){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2-2055217319837254){ref-type="fig"}).

![Magnitude and frequency of changes in MSSS from the initial visit to the last visit.](10.1177_2055217319837254-fig1){#fig1-2055217319837254}

![Individual patient outcomes: dispersion from projected deciles across disease severity. Arrows indicate individual patients during period of observation. The starting and ending points of the arrows demarcate the beginning and end of each follow-up period. Longer arrows correspond to longer duration of follow-up.](10.1177_2055217319837254-fig2){#fig2-2055217319837254}

According to the survival analysis, an even larger number, n = 89 (72.9%), broke from their original MSSS at some point during follow-up, with a median of 52 months (95% confidence interval (CI) 35.4--62.7), noting that some then returned to their original decile by the end of follow-up. Of the clinical and demographic variables tested in the Cox model, only baseline disease duration had a statistically significant effect on the risk of changing MSSS by one decile, with a HR of 0.96 (95% CI 0.94--0.99, *p* = 0.0062; [Figure 3](#fig3-2055217319837254){ref-type="fig"}). Every year increase in baseline disease duration made it 4% less likely that a patient's MSSS would change by a decile or more.

![Kaplan--Meier plot of probability of baseline MSSS changing by at least one decile.](10.1177_2055217319837254-fig3){#fig3-2055217319837254}

The mean MSSS fluctuated over the length of the follow-up, from baseline 3.93 (SD 2.8), to a minimum of 3.39 (SD 3.1) during the seventh year of follow-up, to a maximum of 5.65 (SD 2.8) during the 19th year of follow-up. The categorical mixed model had an F statistic of 1.59 (*p* = 0.07) ([Figure 4](#fig4-2055217319837254){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary appendix). Estimated MSSS change from baseline to year 15 was −0.29 (*p* = 0.45). When focusing just on the change from baseline to 8 years of follow-up, the model showed an estimated decrease in MSSS by 0.54 (*p* = 0.02), while from 8 to 15 years of follow-up there was an estimated increase by 0.25 (*p* = 0.43) (see appendix). The overall F test for a time effect was marginally non-significant (F statistic = 2.90, *p* = 0.0634). The linear mixed model estimated a 1 year change of MSSS to be 0.047 (*p* = 0.005) (see appendix).

![Mean MSSS over time.](10.1177_2055217319837254-fig4){#fig4-2055217319837254}

Predicting walking speed {#sec6-2055217319837254}
------------------------

Mean T25FW time was 8.4 s (SD 8.1) at 8 years (*n* = 83 patients), 7.7 s (SD 5.7) at 10 years (*n* = 66), and 8.2 s (SD 6.9) at 12 years (*n* = 38) ([Table 1](#table1-2055217319837254){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Patient demographic and clinical variables.

![](10.1177_2055217319837254-table1)

  Study participants (*n* = 123)                 
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
  Gender                                         Female: 72.4% (*n* = 89)
  Race                                           Caucasian: 92.7% (*n* = 114)
  African-American: 4.1% (*n* = 5)               
  Hispanic: 3.3% (*n* = 4)                       
  Age at onset                                   Mean: 30.8 years (SD 8.9, range 10--58)
  Disease duration at first visit                Mean: 9.1 years (SD 8.5, range 1--33)
  Type of first relapse (can be more than one)   Brainstem: 22.8% (*n* = 28)
  Pyramidal: 20.3% (*n* = 25)                    
  Cerebellar: 4.1% (*n* = 5)                     
  Visual: 17.1% (*n* = 21)                       
  Sensory: 52.0% (*n* = 64)                      
  Bowel/bladder: 1.6% (*n* = 2)                  
  Cerebral: 0% (*n* = 0)                         
  Recovery from first relapse                    Yes: 67.0% (*n* = 73)
  No: 33.0% (*n* = 36)                           
  Baseline EDSS                                  Mean 2.8 (SD 2.1, range 0--8)
  Median 2.0 (IQR 1--3.5)                        
  Baseline MSSS                                  Mean 3.93 (SD 2.79, range 0.04--9.74) (*n* = 122)
  Median 3.55 (IQR 1.28--6.26)                   
  Duration of follow-up                          Mean: 11.8 years, SD = 3.8 (range 8--25)
  8 year T25FW (seconds)                         Mean: 8.4 (SD 8.1) (*n* = 83)
  10 year T25FW (seconds)                        Mean: 7.7 (SD 5.7) (*n* = 66)
  12 year T25FW (seconds)                        Mean: 8.2 (SD 6.9) (*n* = 38)

In univariate linear models with baseline MSSS as the predictor variable and log-transformed 8-, 10-, and 12-year T25FW as the dependent variable, baseline MSSS had Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.48, 0.49, and 0.61, respectively ([Table 2](#table2-2055217319837254){ref-type="table"}). One point increase in baseline MSSS increased the respective 8-, 10-, and 12-year T25FW times by an estimated 12% (7--17%), 10% (5--15%), and 13% (7--19%). In univariate linear models with baseline EDSS as the predictor variable and log-transformed 8-, 10-, and 12-year T25FW as the dependent variable, baseline EDSS had Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.61, 0.53, and 0.57, respectively. One point increase in baseline EDSS increased the respective 8-, 10-, and 12-year T25FW times by 22% (15--30%), 15% (8--23%), and 27% (16--39%).

###### 

Results of unadjusted linear regression of baseline MSSS or EDSS at 8-, 10-, and 12-year T25FW. Parameter estimates, 95% CI, *p* values, and estimated risk ratio of increased T25FW.

![](10.1177_2055217319837254-table2)

                   Beta coefficient (95% CI)   *p* value   Ratio estimate (95% CI)
  ---------------- --------------------------- ----------- -------------------------
  MSSS                                                     
   8-year T25FW    0.11 (0.07--0.16)           \<0.0001    1.12 (1.07--1.17)
   10-year T25FW   0.09 (0.05--0.14)           0.0001      1.10 (1.05--1.15)
   12-year T25FW   0.12 (0.06--0.17)           0.0001      1.13 (1.07--1.19)
  EDSS                                                     
   8-year T25FW    0.20 (0.14--0.26)           \<0.0001    1.22 (1.15--1.30)
   10-year T25FW   0.14 (0.08--0.21)           \<0.0001    1.15 (1.08--1.23)
   12-year T25FW   0.24 (0.15--0.33)           \<0.0001    1.27 (1.16--1.39)

In multivariate regressions of log T25FW using baseline MSSS as the predictor, disease duration also had a statistically significant correlation with log T25FW at 8 years (beta 0.02, *p* = 0.01) and 10 years (beta 0.02, *p* = 0.02) and was of borderline significance at 12 years (beta 0.02, *p* = 0.06); recovery from first relapse was statistically significant only at 10 years (beta −0.32, *p* = 0.03). In the multivariate regressions using baseline EDSS as the predictor variable, no other covariates had statistically significant correlation with T25FW (see appendix).

Discussion {#sec7-2055217319837254}
==========

In our retrospective study, we evaluated the extent to which the MSSS remains stable over time, the influence of clinical and demographic variables on MSSS variability, and the ability of baseline MSSS to predict future walking impairment as measured by the T25FW. We found that over time, the group's mean MSSS first decreased mildly, then increased over the duration of follow-up. We note that varying lengths of follow-up and the intrinsic features of the MSSS (which cannot be determined beyond 30 years) limited our ability to interpret trends toward the end of the period of observation. On an individual level, patients could show considerable changes in their MSSS over time, and the majority of patients did not remain within one decile of their original MSSS. We found that MSSS in individual patients varied up or down by up to 6 deciles. Thus, relying on an initial MSSS to prognosticate on the individual patient level can be misleading in both a favorable and unfavorable direction.

We did not find the inclusion of gender, age at onset, type of first relapse, or recovery from first relapse to significantly impact the likelihood of a person's MSSS changing by at least one decile. Only disease duration showed a mild effect on the probability of this event; longer disease duration made it slightly less likely that a person's MSSS would change. This result is intuitive, as the MSSS has more potential for variability in the early years than later on in the disease course, and probably reflects two sources of error---true duration of disease and EDSS---in the calculation of MSSS. Disease duration is not entirely objective, since it is inherently difficult for physicians to establish precisely when first onset of MS symptoms occurred. Our finding that longer disease duration reduces the likelihood of MSSS change supports this notion, as the impact of inaccuracy in estimated disease duration early in disease course would be expected to diminish after years or decades of disease.

When we further evaluated the ability of baseline MSSS or EDSS to prognosticate ambulatory ability, using an endpoint---T25FW---that is not directly measured in either, we found that using baseline MSSS does not increase the ability to predict eventual walking impairment over baseline EDSS, which has a moderately strong correlation with future log T25FW.

Previous longitudinal studies have shown that some types of initial attack,^[@bibr16-2055217319837254][@bibr17-2055217319837254]--[@bibr18-2055217319837254]^ and complete recovery from initial attack,^[@bibr19-2055217319837254]^ are associated with better outcomes. In our cohort, there was no significant additional information obtained by adding the type of initial attack, recovery from initial attack, age, duration of disease, or gender to baseline EDSS when looking at long-term ambulatory function. Baseline EDSS alone was as good as any of these factors alone or in combination at predicting ultimate walking speed, though we could have been limited by our relatively small sample size. As the visits from which our data were extracted took place prior to the approval of dalfampridine,^[@bibr20-2055217319837254]^ use of this symptomatic agent did not impact our analyses.

Our study has several limitations. This was a single-center, retrospective study, and as such may not be reflective of the broader MS population. We could not control for the use of disease-modifying therapies, as this was highly variable and would have diluted our statistical power. Currently available highly efficacious therapies were generally not used. Baseline T25FW was not routinely collected at initial visits over a decade ago, though inclusion of these data would have made the study's findings more robust. Higher EDSS, which heavily weights walking ability, was associated with impairment on T25FW measured years later in our cohort but might not have had the same degree of correlation with other measures of disability that were not rigorously assessed, such as upper extremity function or cognition. Finally, patients with greater degrees of disability may have been underrepresented at later time points, either by being less likely to have long-term follow-up (though average MSSS actually rose over time), or by no longer being ambulatory and therefore unable to complete the T25FW.

In summary, we found that MSSS does not remain constant over time in a longitudinal cohort of MS patients, and on an individual level, scores may vary significantly from expected disease trajectory. The tool has been available for more than a decade and is being taught extensively as a way to characterize disease severity, though in our cohort, baseline MSSS was not more powerful at predicting eventual walking speed than baseline EDSS, even taking into account other clinical factors. These results suggest caution in the use of the MSSS on an individual patient basis to guide estimations of prognosis and related treatment decisions. A larger and more diverse prospective study is warranted to replicate these findings. New models of disease course that more precisely individuate clinical trajectory, together with prospective studies incorporating magnetic resonance imaging metrics and other biomarkers, are needed to improve our ability to prognosticate in MS.
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